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DCG’s Service Offerings

43%
Average ROI

DCG clients see a robust      
ROI in the first year of their 

implementation go-live.

$70M
Partner Revenue

Partners are making more 
revenue per deal and  

improving time-to-close.

1M
People Helped

Helping people is what        
DCG does best - here and 

around the globe.

Scan the QR code to get a digital 
version and connect with a 
trusted advisor.

In true DCG fashion, we’re going to 
be radically transparent; no one can 

advise on front-to-back digital 
transformation like DCG. While most 

Microsoft partners focus on one vertical 
solution, DCG offers a range of services 

mapped to your business growth plan and 
led by industry experts. Whether you’re 

looking for Microsoft commercial solutions for 
small to enterprise businesses, or you’re a 

Microsoft partner looking for robust scalability, 
DCG can help your business reach its full potential. 

®



BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
DCG understands businesses are comprised of three components: 

people, processes, and decisions. These areas look different at every 
company, and DCG takes the time to understand them before providing a 

forward-looking digital platform that supports growth and stability. 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SECURITY
DCG believes the Cloud isn’t just a place – it’s a model. By helping businesses 

leverage Microsoft’s cloud resources the way they’re designed to be used, DCG’s 
clients and partners accelerate business and reduce costs.

PREMIER SUPPORT
There’s nothing worse than having technology issues with a rigid or nonexistent point of 

escalation. DCG provides flexible, rapid-response support that not only fixes the 
immediate issue but addresses the underlying cause to ensure it doesn’t happen again.

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)
The best way to solve a financial or supply chain business challenge is to understand the way 

business operates. That’s why DCG assess workflow first, identifies areas of opportunity second, 
and applies technology with experience to provide the right solution.

CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT
Every business is different, which is why teams often say “I wish we could just do this..” when working 

with out-of-the-box solutions. Through custom code and application development, DCG helps 
businesses map their technology to their business practices.

TALENT DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT
True to DCG’s values, Power Learn Academy focuses on continuous self-improvement. This unique business 

technology apprenticeship provides the country’s best consultants to mentor the few who pass stringent 
requirements to join the academy. After an intense 16-week program, graduates are Microsoft Certified, given 

extensive project experience and provide a low-cost, high-quality addition to project teams.  

A Closer Look at 
DCG’s Service Offerings

Business challenges come in all shapes 
and sizes, and solutions are not a one 
size fits all. With DCG’s robust service 
offerings, you can get expertise and 
support during every step of your 
digital transformation journey.

There’s more where this 
came from. 
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